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SWarm 
Solar Warming model 

This model was developed to estimate near-surface snowpack warming and illustrate variation 
over terrain, over time and under different cloud cover conditions. It is provided as an 
awareness tool only. Although components of the SWarm model are based on published 
studies, the overall accuracy has not been assessed with an independent dataset. 

Experience and local knowledge are required to interpret the model output with respect to snow 
stability 

The following input data are required: 
• Latitude (in decimal degrees North of the equator) 
• Longitude (in decimal degrees West of Greenwich) 
• Date 
• Estimate of average daily sky condition (refer to Canadian Avalanche Association 
• Observation Guidelines and Recording Standards for sky condition definitions) 
• Number of days since snowfall 

 
Output is given as an estimate of daytime warming, in degrees Celsius, at 10 cm vertical depth 
below the snow surface (∆T10). Daytime warming refers to the increase in snow temperature, at 
10 cm depth, between sunrise and the maximum afternoon value (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Illustration of daytime warming (∆T10) relative to (a) temperature profiles at different 
times during the day, and (b) temperature at 10 cm depth over time.  
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Output daytime warming values for different slope angle and aspect combinations are plotted 
visually and provided in a table (Figure 2). Slope angle and aspect information can also be 
entered to obtain a daytime warming value for a specific location. 

Figure 2: Screen shot of the SWarm model. Input cells are shaded green.    

Model performance & limitations  

Model output values have a standard error of estimation of approximately 1.6 ºC.  

Limitations to model performance arise both from the simplicity of the data input requirements 
and from limitations in the model-building dataset.  

Modelled ∆T10 values are sensitive to the accuracy of the incoming short wave radiation 
estimate. Neither thin cloud nor variation in cloud cover over the day are well represented by the 
simple incoming short wave estimate used. As the incoming short wave radiation calculations 
do not account for the opacity of the cloud cover, the model will have a tendency to 
overestimate the effect of the cloud cover and underestimate daytime warming on days with thin 
cloud.  

The model does not consider shading by tree cover or by nearby terrain features.  

The model does not consider radiation reflected or re-radiated by tree cover or by nearby terrain 
features.  

Under some conditions (e.g. thick near-surface crust), variation in snowpack characteristics may 
substantially influence daytime warming; this is not captured by the model.   
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Model results are not valid when isothermal (0 ºC) conditions are encountered in the upper 
snowpack layers.  

All of the field data were collected on days without substantial wind or precipitation. Heat 
exchange at the snow surface resulting from precipitation or convection, neither of which is 
considered in the model, may become important under these weather conditions.    

The model should not be applied under thin snowpack conditions, such that the snow surface 
albedo is affected by the albedo of the underlying ground surface (e.g. snowpack depth < 
approximately 30 cm).  

To download the model:  

SWarm.xls (Microsoft Excel)  
http://www.ucalgary.ca/asarc/system/files/SWarm-ISSW08.xls 
 

For additional information and references:  

Bakermans, L., B. Jamieson. 2008. A solar warming model (SWarm) to estimate diurnal 
changes in near-surface snowpack temperatures for back-country avalanche forecasting. 
Proceedings of the 2008 International Snow Science Workshop in Whistler, BC, Canada, 
p.306-314.  
http://www.ucalgary.ca/asarc/system/files/SWarm_Issw08_Bakermans.pdf 
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